Frame Type

CDE Animal Cages offers (2) Frame Type Options:

PVC Plastic & Anodized Aluminum.

What makes a CDE Frame unique? We own the mold for our specially manufactured pipe, which ensures its durability and acts as the base to each enclosure.

- **PVC Plastic Pipe**
  - 1” square furniture-grade PVC.
  - Has an ultraviolet protectant that prevents the pipe from discoloring or becoming brittle over time.
  - Easy to clean, smooth surface that can withstand potential sanitary harshness.
  - Matching fittings for an aesthetic look.
  - Comes in either: WHITE (top) or DOVE GREY (bottom).
• **Anodized Aluminum Pipe**
  
  ○ 1” square marine-grade anodized aluminum.
  ○ Has duality with a sleek appearance and masterful endurance, unable to wear under harsh conditions (weather or otherwise).